Pre-K

Blackline Masters for Sample Lesson

Lesson 23
Sounds and Letter *Hh*
Lesson 23: Sounds and Letter Hh

Directions: Tell children that something with a name that begins with the /h/ sound is missing from each picture. Talk about each picture with children and have them tell what Henry Hippo is doing. Help them identify what is missing. Then have them add a hamburger to Picture 1, a hose to Picture 2, a hoe to Picture 3, and a hammer to Picture 4.

1. [Image of Henry Hippo cooking]
2. [Image of Henry Hippo spraying]
3. [Image of Henry Hippo planting]
4. [Image of Henry Hippo painting]

Lesson 23: Sounds and Letter Hh

Directions: There are four uppercase H's and six lowercase h's hidden in the picture of a house. Have children locate them and circle them.

1. [Image of a house with H's and h's]
Name______________________________

Directions: Have children cut apart the cards. Have them hold up the cards in the correct order as you read the rhyme aloud.

Lesson 23: Sounds and Letter Hh

1. ________
2. ________
3. ________
4. ________
5. ________
6. ________
Name

Directions: Read each sentence. Have children write the correct letter from the box on each write-on line.

Lesson 23: Sounds and Letter Hh

1. The _______ippo has a _______at.

2. _______olly Hippo is _______ot.

3. I _______elp at _______ome.

4. _______al can _______op and _______op.